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THE STORY

The Shadows are on the beach getting to know four attractive girls to the tune of a pop programme on their transistor radio. The music ends abruptly, and a professor starts a discourse on the history of the beaches of England.

In company with the girls, The Shadows spin back through time and find themselves acting out the drama of mankind to the professor’s narrative. Right from the evolution of man, through the Stone Age and on to the Roman invasion they go.

The Romans are routed by the Vikings, and then Canute, Harold and William the Conqueror firmly displace each other in rapid succession.

The maids and minstrels of the 12th Century give way to Elizabeth the First, Sir Francis Drake and the Armada. Then peace reigns until the duellists of Victoria’s day.

Now the beach becomes a pleasure ground, with swimmers, pierrots and sunbathers. World War II sees the home troops nonchalantly indulging in a lethal game of cricket, with hand grenades replacing the ball.

Back in the present day, the pleasure-seekers steadily increase in number, and a glimpse into the future shows the horrible result of over-crowding. There is no beach space left for The Shadows. They are chased off into the sea from where they came.
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